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ADS provides a single source to meet your mission 
requirements as cost-effectively as possible. Your 
mission is the sole purpose of every member of 
the ADS team, many of whom are military veterans 
and members of military families.  We are focused 
on solving your challenges through the largest 
product and service selection, the broadest array of 
procurement and contract options and world-class support and logistics 
solutions to enhance readiness and your acquisition strategy.

ADS provides a broad scope of Human 
Performance equipment and supplies, as 
well as the streamlined procurement and 
support solutions our customers require to 
enhance their capabilities and increase their 

operational effectiveness. From DOD, federal, state and local agencies, 
to defense contractors, allied foreign governments and militaries, ADS 
provides the specialized solutions you require to complete your mission.  

ADS IS CERTIFIED TO THE ISO 9001:2008 QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM.

ADS complies with all applicable United States export-control laws and regulations. We have the ability to apply 
for all necessary licenses required by the International Traffic in Arms Regulation (ITAR), the Export Administra-
tion Regulations (EAR), and Title 15, sections 730-774 of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) as promulgated 
and implemented by the Department of Commerce. ADS has established procedures and administrative support 
to aid our international customers in complying with these laws and regulations. This includes abiding by the 
export rules and regulations set forth by the various agencies of the United States Government.

ADS is the world’s premier equipment, 
procurement and support solutions 
specialist to the military, law enforcement 
agencies, first responders and the  
defense industry.

© 2015 ADS, Inc. C0080 10/15

70   
HP PARTNERS

 Cardiovascular Training 

 Deployable Training Systems 

 Functional Fitness

 Performance Flooring

 Strength & Power 

 Therapy & Rehabilitation 

*Bloomberg Government BGOV 200 Federal Industry Leaders 2014.

BRING US YOUR 
MISSION REQUIREMENT 
AND WE WILL HELP YOU 
IDENTIFY THE BEST 
SOLUTIONS TO MEET IT. 

If the right solution doesn’t 
exist, we’ll leverage our 
expertise and work with our 
partners to create it. We’ll offer 
you a range of contract 
vehicles for procurement, 
manage the entire supply chain 
and get your equipment to you 
when and where you need it, 
without fail.

855.819.4262   
ADSINC.COM/HUMAN-PERFORMANCE

621 Lynnhaven Pkwy ., Ste . 400
Virginia Beach, VA 23452

ADS CONSISTENTLY RANKS 
AMONG THE TOP 200 FEDERAL 
INDUSTRY LEADERS.

#56
Overall among

FEDERAL

#34
Top 50

DOD
*Contractor

We understand your 
mission because 
we’ve been there.

1,400   
Combined Years of
Military Service

1,130+
HP PRODUCTS

OUR PURPOSE.
YOUR MISSION.

 EQUIPMENT & SERVICES   

 PROCUREMENT & CONTRACTS 

 SUPPORT & LOGISTICS 

*Contractors





UNMATCHED 

 EQUIPMENT & SERVICES 

CAPABILITIES.
adsinc.com/equipment

Our capabilities are unmatched. We can meet even the 

most challenging mission requirements. Bring us yours.

ADS has the most extensive product and service portfolio available.  We provide 
military, law enforcement and first responder agencies a single-source solution to 
meet any mission requirement as cost-effectively as possible.  With subject matter 
experts on staff in virtually every category, we help our customers research and 
develop specialized, custom equipment solutions. We utilize our internal technical 
expertise and robust external partner network to design systems and efficiently 
execute projects including rapid prototype development.
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Small Business, Yes.  Large ideas and 
capability, Yes.  National Mission Force 
pedigree specializing in Chemical, 
Biological, Radiological, Nuclear, 
Explosives (CBRNE), IED, WMD, 
HME, SOF EOD and Dismounted
EOD operations.

Introducing NEW exciting products:
The FIVE.56 ™  Tool Sets 
The Grapnel
UBit
PBit
MBit

Find us on page 74 

www.zeropointusa.com

Modular Charge System Find out more about the 
MCS using this QR code

INNOVATION TO INTEGRATION

OUR PURPOSE. YOUR MISSION.

  VOL. 2.0

COMBAT 
SUPPORT

EQUIPMENT & CAPABILITIES

 ENERGY EFFICIENCY

 EXPEDITIONARY

 HEAVY EQUIPMENT

 KITTING

 TOOLS

 SAFETY PRODUCTS

 STORAGE

 VEHICLES

OUR PURPOSE. YOUR MISSION.

  VOL. 2.0

  Command

 Control

 Communications

 Computers

 Intelligence

 Surveillance

 Reconnaissance

C4ISR
EQUIPMENT & CAPABILITIES

 OUR PURPOSE. 
 YOUR MISSION.  
 Equipment, Procurement,  
 & Support Solutions 

ADSINC.COM

INTERNATIONAL

CATALOG 
 VOLUM

E 1.0EQUIPMENT & CAPABILITIES
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PERFORMANCE
HUMAN

THE MOST EXTENSIVE 
PRODUCT & SERVICE 
PORTFOLIO AVAILABLE.

Download and order your 
category catalogs online.

OVER 6,500 PRODUCTS:
Custom & Pre-Configured Kits
Expeditionary Structures
Environmental Support 
Energy Efficiency 
Power Distribution 
Perimeter & Security 
Storage & Safety 
TEK Solutions (Tools, Equipment, & Kitting) 

Vehicles & Heavy Equipment

680 CSE
PARTNERS

OVER 3,200 PRODUCTS:
Antennas
C4ISR Kits
Headsets
ISR
Power Supplies 
Radios & Accessories 
SATCOM 
Unmanned Aircraft Systems

330 C4ISR
PARTNERS

OVER 6,000 PRODUCTS:
CWMD & CBRNe Defense
Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD)
First Responder Specialty Kits
Maritime & Diving

456 SMS
PARTNERS

OVER 2,400 PRODUCTS:
Cleaning, Maintenance, & Storage 
Components & Systems 
Custom & Pre-Configured Kits 
Optics & Accessories 
Weapons & Accessories
Weapons Storage

250 WEAPONS & OPTICS
PARTNERS

OVER 2,300 PRODUCTS:
Combat Medical & TCCC 
Custom Medical Kitting 
Domestic Preparedness  
Emergency Medical Services 
Evacuation & Rescue 
Battalion Aid Stations 
Medical Treatment Facilities

200 MEDICAL
PARTNERS

OVER 30,000 PRODUCTS:
Law Enforcement & Corrections
Defense & Security Contracting
Personal Protective Equipment
Operational Clothing
Individual Equipment
Specialty Kits

800 OCIE
PARTNERS

EQUIPMENT  
& SERVICES

 OUR PURPOSE. 
 YOUR MISSION.
 Equipment, Procurement,  
 & Support Solutions 

EQUIPMENT & CAPABILITIES

ADSINC.COM

CATALOG  VOLUM
E 1.0

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE & TACTICAL

OCIE
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MEDICAL
EQUIPMENT & CAPABILITIES

 CASUALTY EVACUATION CASUALTY EVACUATION

 FIELD DIAGNOSTICS 

& PATIENT CARE

 HEMORRHAGE CONTROL

 MEDICAL STORAGE

 PREVENTIVE MEDICINE

 TRAINING

 TRAUMA IMMOBILIZATION

 TRAUMA RESPONSE



 ADS DEVELOPS  

 ORGANIZATION-SPECIFIC  

 PROCUREMENT SOLUTIONS 

 FOR THE SUPPORT  

 YOUR MISSION REQUIRES. 



GOVERNMENT PURCHASING
CATEGORY RANKINGS*

#5 Facilities Supplies

#6 Engines & Aircraft
Components

#9 Clothing

#55 Weapons & Ammunition

# 72 Sustainment Materials

# 84 Technology Equipment

# 93 Training Devices

# 96 Support Ships & Small Crafts

PROCUREMENT  
& CONTRACTS

Working with ADS and utilizing 
the DLA TLS Program has truly 
been easy compared to the usual 
contracting procedure. ADS 
supports each request from 
“cradle to grave,” and updates us 
during each step of the Program.

S-3 Division 
Leading Chief Petty Officer

U .S . Navy

ADS serves as a single-source solution for our 

government and commercial customers’ procurement 

and acquisition strategies. 

Put our resources to the test. Our dedicated contracts department has more 
than a decade of experience helping government customers identify optimal 
contracting and procurement strategies. This ranges from large scale, complex, 
and broad reaching requirements, to unit-level solutions.  We can develop an 
organization-specific solution tailored for the equipment, services and support 
solutions your mission requires. 

We offer a wide variety of contract vehicles ideally suited to simplify and 
streamline your procurement process, increase efficiencies and provide 
readiness at reduced cost.  From Government Wide Acquisition (GWAC) and 
service-specific contracts, to tailored solutions such as agency IDIQs, we can 
provide a procurement strategy for your requirement.

OUR PERFORMANCE 
SPEAKS FOR ITSELF.

Put our resources to the  
test. We can develop an 
organization-specific solution 
tailored to the solutions your 
mission requires.

*Bloomberg Government BGOV 200 Federal Industry Leaders 2014.

Multiple DLA Tailored Logistics 
Support (TLS) Programs: 

  Special Operational Equipment (SOE) 
  Fire & Emergency Services (FES) 

ADS is as a Gold Tier supplier for the 
Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) as part 
of the Department of Defense (DOD) Superior 
Supplier Incentive Program (SSIP) . Our top-tier 
distinction by the DLA is in the highest bracket 
that can be awarded to a company . 

Over 175 Partners and 25,000 
Products on Schedule.

  Buildings & Building Materials:  
Schedule 56

  Hardware Superstore: Schedule 51V
  Law Enforcement & Emergency  
Response: Schedule 84

  Medical Equipment & Supplies:  
Schedule 65IIA

  Outdoor & Recreation: Schedule 78
  Training Services MOBIS:  
Schedule 874

#7
Top 10

DLA
contractor*

DLA TOP 
PERFORMER 

#32
Top 50

GSA
contractor*

MULTIPLE 
CONTRACTS 

ADS is a Participating Vendor on DLA Troop 
Support’s DAPA and ECAT Programs.

ADS provides equipment solutions through the 
Medical Supply Chain at DLA Troop Suport . 

ADS DLA Contracts:  
  Medical Prime Vendor DAPA
  Medical Supply Chain ECAT

DAPA & ECAT 
OPTIONSMEDICAL

Additional Governmentwide 
Acquisition Contract (GWAC) Options:

  CBRNe COTS IDIQ GSA Contract

  DOD EMALL

  NSNs in Stock, Ready for Delivery

  SPAWAR Contracts:
SPAWAR COTS Comms/C2 Products
SPAWAR COTS ISR Support Equipment

  Socioeconomic & Mandatory Sources

GOVERNMENTWIDE
ACQUISITIONGWAC

 PROCUREMENT & 

CONTRACTS 

MADE EASY.
adsinc.com/procurement



 ADS SUPPORT SOLUTIONS 

 ARE DESIGNED TO 

 ENHANCE EACH PHASE 

 OF YOUR ACQUISITION PROCESS. 



PACKAGING  
& ENGINEERING

ADS designs and engineers custom 
storage and packaging solutions for 
many of our customers that provide 
increased protection and organization 
of mission-critical equipment.

WAREHOUSING & 
TRANSPORTATION

ADS works directly with program 
managers and purchasing authorities 
to consolidate, warehouse, maintain 
inventory levels, and distribute 
equipment and supplies to meet their 
mission requirements. 

ADS provides value-added logistics and support 

capabilities into your procurement requirements, helping 

you get the equipment you need quickly and efficiently.  

From kitting and assembly, packaging and engineering, to warehousing and 
transportation, our experts serve as a force multiplier for our clients by reducing 
logistics support burdens and allowing them to focus on their mission.

1,500
KITTED SOLUTIONS

KITTING & ASSEMBLY

BRINGING TOGETHER THE 
RIGHT PRODUCTS AND 
PROCUREMENT IS ONLY 
PART OF THE SOLUTION. 
Without world class logistics 
and supply chain support, your 
readiness is at risk. 

ADS is the only company I can 
count on to acquire the items we 
need at a reasonable price and in 
a timely manner.

 Assault Craft Unit ONE (ACU 1)

Supply Chain Management
ADS manages the supply chain for many of our 
customers’ requirements .  We warehouse, kit, 
assemble and distribute equipment according 
to their specific requirements . Our dedicated 
supply chain management team is responsible for 
production planning, logistics, transportation and 
tracking to ensure on time delivery of our customers’ 
mission-critical equipment .

Research & Development
We utilize our subject matter expertise and 
broad network of manufacturing partners to 
research and develop integrated, modular, 
interoperable and flexible multi-mission 
equipment solutions .

Total Asset Visibility
Our secure web-based systems provide 
program managers transparent oversight of 
the complete supply chain data required to 
manage an efficient organization .

Life Cycle Management
We assume responsibility for complete 
program management including 
procurement, scheduling, subcontractor 
management, quality assurance, warranty 
management, returns and all required 
deliverables for complete compliance with 
contractual requirements .

SUPPORT & LOGISTICS

SOLUTIONS

Regardless of size or scope, our 
technology-driven kitting and assembly 
operations will meet and exceed your 
mission requirements and reduce your 
cost of readiness. 

From large scale and complex kitting 
programs, to unit-level requirements for 
missions, our past performance speaks 
for itself.

WORLD CLASS

SUPPORT 

SOLUTIONS
adsinc.com/support-solutions
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Portable Fitness and Training Solutions
BeaverFit is an institution of functional strength and conditioning 
equipment. Founded by former U.S. Navy Riverines and 
British bridge builders, they have a unique appreciation for the 
community they build to serve, and the professional expertise to 
design and deliver world-class training equipment.
 
BeaverFit designs, manufactures and distributes portable 
functional training equipment specific for strength and 
endurance development in all athletes, supplying equipment 
to the Military, First Responders, professional sports, CrossFit 
boxes, universities and schools, athletic clubs, physical therapy 
clinics and more.
 

Their flagship product line, the BeaverFit Functional Training 
Lockers, are modified shipping containers that have been 
customized to create fully portable training centers.  Designed 
around 5’ QUADCONs, 8’ TRICONs, 10’ BICONs and 20’ ISO 
containers, BeaverFit offers the most innovative and diverse line 
of containerized training solutions in the world. No matter your 
challenge or obstacle, we will provide an innovative solution to 
help you achieve your goals.

FUNCTIONAL TRAINING
LOCKER - 10’

12             855.819.4274             ADSINC.COM/HUMAN-PERFORMANCE



This 10’ shipping container facilitates physical training for 
up to 50 personnel and assembles in 45 minutes or less . 
The BeaverFit FTL 10’ includes a Functional Training Rig 
anchored to the container with 12 pull-up bar stations, two 
9’ climbing wings, a 12’ rope climbing tower with an addi-
tional squat station and 3 additional pull up bar stations, 
and attachments for performing dips, squats, plyometric 
exercises and other functional movements .  

The 10’ Heavy includes the same Functional Training Rig as 
the 10’ Light, as well as the following standard accessories .  
Equipment load-out is customizable upon request: (2) 
battling ropes, (2) 14lb medicine balls, (2) 18lb medicine 
balls, (2) 20lb medicine balls, (2) 12kg kettlebells, (2) 16kg 
kettlebells, (2) 20kg kettlebells, (2) 24kg kettlebells, (4) 
Olympic bars, (4) 230 lb bumper plate packages, (1) utility 
bench, (4) collar sets, (2) Ultimate “Strength” sand-bags, 
(4) foam rollers, (4) rings, (4) rotational trainers/bands, and 
(4) jump ropes .  The shipping container is custom-fabri-
cated to store the included equipment .

Functional Training Locker - 20’
This 20’ shipping container supports multi-modality training 
for up to 100 people .  This package includes an external 
Functional Training Rig anchored to the container with 24 
external pull-up stations, two 9’ climbing wings and attach-
ments for performing dips, squats, plyometric exercises 
and other functional movements .  It also includes a 12’ rope 
climbing tower with 3 additional pull up stations and an 
additional squat rack and a free-standing, self-stabilizing 
BeaverFit Commander Functional Training Rig with two 
9’ climbing wings, 2 squat racks, monkey bars and 
8 pull-up stations .  

The 20’ Heavy includes the same Functional Training Rigs as 
the 20’ Light, as well as the following standard accessories .  
Equipment load-out is customizable upon request: (4) 
battling ropes, (4) 14lb medicine balls, (4) 18lb medicine 
balls, (4) 20lb medicine balls, (4) 12kg kettlebells, (4) 16kg 
kettlebells, (4) 20kg kettlebells, (4) 24kg kettlebells, (8) 
Olympic bars, (8) 230 lb bumper plate packages, (2) utility 
benches, (8) collar sets, (4) Ultimate “Strength” sand-bags, 
(8) foam rollers, (8) Rings, (8) rotational trainers/bands and 
(8) jump ropes .  
The shipping container is custom-fabricated to store the 
included equipment .

Tactical Gym Box
The Tactical Gym Box-Heavy is the same solution as 
the Tactical Gym Box “Light”, but includes the fol-
lowing additional accessories: (2) 20kg kettlebells, 
(2) 24kg kettlebells, (1) Olympic bar, (1) 230lb 
bumper plate package, (1) collar set, (2) Ultimate 
“Strength” sand-bags, (2) Rings and (2) rotational 
trainers/bands .

FUNCTIONAL TRAINING 
LOCKER - 10’

Functional Training Locker - 10’ Light;
Functional Training Locker - 10’ Heavy;

FTL-10L
FTL-10H

Functional Training Locker - 20’ Light;
Functional Training Locker - 20’ Heavy;

FTL-20L
FTL-20H

Tactical Gym Box - Light;
Tactical Gym Box - Heavy;

TGB- L
TGB- H

ISO 9001: 2008 CERTIFIED             13



Bio Skin designs and manufactures 
compression supports, orthopedic braces, 
and human performance gear that focuses on 
providing the best experience possible.

Over 40 professional teams trust Bio Skin to provide their athletes with the best braces 
& supports to keep them functioning at the highest possible level.  Millions of people 
have found relief from their pain and have been able to continue their normal activities 
while wearing Bio Skin.  

Bio Skin’s complete range of braces, supports and compression apparel is constructed 
of premium material, designed to relieve pain and improve function. Bio Skin material 
provides excellent compression without limiting activity for enhancing athletic 
performance and improving recovery.

The Back Flex Tactical is a lumbar support system that may 
be worn as a standalone device for pain relief, or under 
the IBA, IOTV, SPCS or ruck to absorb some of the stress 
placed on the spine while carrying heavy loads . The Back 
Flex Tactical uses mechanical advantage to apply high-level, 
targeted compression, thereby decreasing the load on the 
spinal discs . The semi-rigid back panel provides directed 
force to support the lumbar spine .

THERAPY & REHABILITATION

BACK JACK TACTICAL FLEX 

BackJack Tactical Flex; 3780

BACK JACK TACTICAL FLEX 
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TriLok™ Ankle Brace
The TriLok Ankle Brace is an effective way to relieve pain 
from plantar fasciitis and PTTD (fallen arches) . It also 
provides unequaled protection against ankle sprains . The 
TriLok’s patented FootLok strap acts like a suspension 
bridge, supporting weak tendons and soft tissue in the foot 
to relieve the symptoms of plantar fasciitis and PTTD . The 
TriLok is as effective as custom orthotics, but can be worn in 
almost any shoes or without shoes . When worn on the lateral 
side (outside) of the foot, the FootLok Strap acts like an 
external ligament, preventing dangerous motion that could 
lead to an ankle sprain .

Wrist/Thumb Spica
Constructed with Bio Skin’s patented, Ultima 2s material, 
the Wrist/Thumb Spica features a thin layer of ultra-soft 
micro-fleece against the skin, which wicks moisture away 
from the body, keeping patients cool and dry . The brace has 
no laces so it can easily be applied with one hand . The Wrist/
Thumb Spica protects the thumb and wrist against painful 
movement while allowing full use of the fingers .

Patella Stabilizer Knee Brace
Bio Skin’s Patella Stabilizer is an excellent choice for various 
knee problems . Constructed from Bio Skin’s patented, 
breathable materials, the patella stabilizer gives excellent 
compression to control swelling and decrease pain . The 
interchangeable donut/horseshoe shaped buttresses stabi-
lize the patella and help keep swelling away from the joint . 
The brace is comfortable to wear and stays in place even 
during vigorous activity .

Baja 627
The Baja 627 provides unrivaled lumbar support and pain relief so patients can return to normal 
activity . The bi-planar pulley system allows patients to easily apply targeted compression to 
the lower spine . As they engage the pulleys, the lumbar panel is drawn in toward the spine and 
naturally conforms to the body . The Baja 627 is unique in its ability to easily integrate heat/cold 
therapy into the system . The gel pads can be heated in the microwave or cooled in the freezer 
and then attached directly to the lumbar panel .

 ADS provides optimized      
 supply chain management     

and logistics solutions to  
 enhance your  

 acquisition strategy.   
From program managers to end users, we work 

with government and commercial customers 
at all levels. We tailor our industry-leading 
equipment, procurement, and value added 

support solutions to their specific requirements 
and reduce their cost of readiness.  

Baja 627; 3750

TriLok Ankle-Universal; 5360

Wrist/Thumb Spica (indicate L/R); 5452
Patella Stabilizer Stratus; 6125

ISO 9001: 2008 CERTIFIED             15



A Leading fitness manufacturer of 
premium exercise equipment, Cybex offers a full 
array of strength and cardio training machines. 
Cybex manufacture the largest selection of 
strength training equipment in the industry with 
over 150 unique pieces including four complete 
lines of selectorized strength equipment.  Cybex 
cardio equipment includes exercise bikes, 
treadmills, and the revolutionary Arc Trainer.

Strength and Cardio 
Equipment for Peak 
Perfomance

BRAVO PRO

 CARDIOVASCULAR TRAINING, STRENGTH & POWER
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Cybex GO
Cybex GO is a unique entertainment and exercise-tracking 
platform is designed to give the best workout experience 
possible . From virtual workout environments to live HD 
TV, on-demand content, and music videos - Cybex GO has 
features everyone will enjoy and an intuitive,  
easy-to-use touchscreen .

770A Arc Trainer
The 770A Arc Trainer concentrates on the lower body, and 
the 770AT Arc Trainer (shown) is a total-body machine . 
Both have the patented Arc design for training for strength, 
power, and weight loss . At lower incline levels, the “glide” 
is a cross-country skier . In mid-range levels, the motion is a 
“stride;” and at high levels, it’s the “climb” of a stepper or 
climber . Research shows that the Arc Trainer burns more 
calories than other cross trainers and ellipticals .

770T Treadmill
The 770T is a breakthrough machine that offers better dura-
bility and stability, greater comfort, and more entertainment 
options . It incorporates the patented ARMZ stabilizers to 
offer safety and confidence . At the heart of the 770T is the 
IS3 Intelligent Suspension System, which provides a smooth, 
comfortable ride with minimal stress, impact, and shock . 
Made of top-grade U .S . steel, the 770T is built to stand up to 
the most demanding environments and  
challenging workouts .

The Bravo Pro is the new, larger version of the Cybex Bravo All-In-One, and combines 
selectorized and cable-based strength training . With two 400-pound weight stacks, a higher 
chin-up bar, and a greater distance between weight stacks, it enhances functional training, 
without sacrificing any of the features that make it unique, including the patented stabilization 
technology and adjustable cable width . Users benefit from its flexibility, either alone or when 
combined with other Cybex Bravo pieces, strength, or cardio .

Eagle NX Strength Line
New for 2014, the 15-piece Eagle NX strength line features restyled aesthetics, refined 
movements, and reimagined user features designed to provide users of all levels with safe and 
effective progressive training options . EagleNX features Dual Axis Technology which provides a 
choice of machine-defined or user-defined paths of motion . For lower body, the patent-pending 
range-limiting devices ensure the integrity of the strength curve, regardless of the user’s size .

BRAVO PRO
 { Leg Press 20040/41
 { Leg Extension 20050/51
 { Leg Curl 20060
 { Hip Ad/Ab 20180
 { Calf 20120
 { Glute 20170
 { Chest Press 20000
 { Overhead Press 20010

 { Row 20030
 { Arm Curl 20070
 { Arm Extension 20080
 { Pulldown 20130
 { Abdominal 20090
 { Back Extension 20100
 { Torso Rotation 20190

Contact ADS for ordering information

770A ARC Trainer;
770AT ARC Trainer;
625A ARC Trainer;
625AT ARC Trainer;

771A
771AT
625A
625AT

770T Treadmill; 770T

BRAVO PRO Functional Trainer; 8810 Contact ADS for ordering information
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Dynamax Medicine Balls are durable 
enough to withstand the high impact of 
training and soft enough not to injure the 
hands of the training partner. They are the 
perfect training tool for efficiently training 
all ten general physical skills and allowing 
athletes to train in locations outside of the 
weight room. Environmentally friendly, the 
medicine balls are manufactured using 
70% post consumer materials.
 
 

Throughout the years, preserving 
the methods and practices that 
made Dynamax Medicine Balls the 
overwhelming choice of professional and 
college athletes for over 25 years. The 
company has expanded to the general 
fitness and military training markets, while 
maintaining the quality relied upon by elite 
athletes. Dynamax is now sold across the 
world in over 20 countries via a network of 
major industry distribution partners.

Dynamax has been 
tried, tested and 
proven by athletes of 
all levels. Dynamax 
was designed by 
athletes, for athletes.

FUNCTIONAL FITNESS
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Standard Line - Soft Shell Medicine Balls
The Dynamax Medicine Ball sets the standard for medicine 
ball design, and construction . Its 14” diameter is ergo-
nomically designed to maximize performance in the most 
functional way possible . Durable, and the tool of champions 
the world over, our Standard Line has been tried, tested, and 
proven for nearly 30 years .  All balls are made in America 
and are covered by a 2 year warranty . 

 { Several colors available, including  
custom combinations.

 { Available in 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 25,  
and 30 lbs.

Standard Line - Camo Soft Shell Medicine Balls
The Dynamax Medicine Ball sets the standard for medicine 
ball design, and construction . Its 14” diameter is ergo-
nomically designed to maximize performance in the most 
functional way possible . Durable, and the tool of champions 
the world over, our Standard Line has been tried, tested, and 
proven for nearly 30 years .  All balls are made in America 
and are covered by a 2 year warranty . 

 { Several colors available, including  
custom combinations.

 { Available in 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 25,  
and 30 lbs.

Elite Line - Soft Shell Medicine Balls
Dynamax has developed a ball with military grade material, 
and triple stitched seams to equip elite-level athletes with a 
tool that can stand up to anything they throw at it (or should 
we say, throw it at) .  No other medicine ball on the market 
is capable of withstanding the same amount of high impact 
force production as this tank .

 { Several colors available, including custom combinations .
 { Available in 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 25,  

and 30 lbs .

 VISIT ADSINC.COM FOR  
 MORE INFORMATION 

We are a single-source solution  
to meet your mission requirements as cost-

effectively as possible. Your mission is the 
sole purpose of every member of the ADS 

team, many of whom are military veterans 
and members of military families.

Stout II Camo - 14 lbs.  Green Camo;
Burly II Camo - 20 lbs.  Black/Gray Camo;

MB14: BIO/BLK
MB20: BLKOPS/BLK

Contact ADS for ordering information

Contact ADS for ordering information
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Innovations for Special Operations
Explosive Ops Gear (EOG) is a veteran operated manufacturer specializing in innovative tactical nylon products for special operations.  
EOG products are ever evolving designs based on the current operational requirements of the modern warrior. This U.S. made product 
line is fully Berry Amendment compliant and offers a lifetime guarantee.

EOG OPERATOR TRAINING BAGS

FUNCTIONAL FITNESS
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EOG’s American Made Operator Training Bags (OTB) are 
hands down the toughest, most versatile functional fitness 
bags on the market . These bags were designed, tweaked 
and crushed in testing by operators around the world . The 
goal was met and now you have a training bag that produces 
maximum functional fitness results while withstanding the 
harshest deployment conditions .

These bags are constructed of U .S . made 1000 denier 
cordura with 2” milspec seatbelt webbing . Stitching is 
reinforced at all critical stress points making this a bag that 
will last a lifetime . Bags can be filled with wood pellets, sand, 
gravel, rubber etc .

 { Medium OTB Kit Includes: One 0-70lb Shell with 2 
Liner Bags

 { Large OTB Kit Includes: One 0-180lb Shell with 3  
Liner Bags

 ADS provides optimized  
 supply chain management   
 and logistics solutions to  
 enhance your  
 acquisition strategy. 

From program managers to end users, we work 
with government and commercial customers 
at all levels. We tailor our industry-leading 
equipment, procurement, and value added 
support solutions to their specific requirements 
and reduce their cost of readiness.  

EOG OPERATOR  
TRAINING BAGS

Contact ADS for ordering information
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Iron Olympic Weight Plates

Iron Grip Iron Olympic Plates feature fully integrated hand-
grips and a 12-sided design for enhanced safety and ease 
of use . Accurate within 2% or better of stated weight, Iron 
Grip iron Olympic plates are cast from the highest quality 
gray iron, creating an exceptionally strong and durable 
product . Iron Grip Iron Olympic plates are guaranteed for 
5 years against breakage to the original owner . Available in 
2 .5 lb ., 5 lb ., 10 lb ., 25 lb ., 35 lb ., 45 lb . and 100 lb . sizes, 
with kilogram equivalent weight markings on all sizes . Made 
in the USA .

Complete Line Of 
American-Made Free 
Weights
Iron Grip Barbell Company is the largest 
provider of commercial free weight 
equipment worldwide, and the only 
manufacturer with a complete line of 
exclusively American-made free weights. 

Iron Grip is the equipment of choice 
for premier fitness facilities in over 60 
countries, including major health club 
chains, independent gyms, YMCAs, 
top professional and university athletic 
strength training programs, corporate 
fitness centers, medical wellness 
facilities, and police, firefighter, and 
military fitness facilities worldwide.

 STRENGTH & POWER

Iron Olympic Weight Plates; WPIGI
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Urethane Olympic Weight Plates
Iron Grip Urethane Olympic Plates offer an ergonomic 
dual-grip design, and a unique 12-sided shape to improve 
safety in the weight room . They are encased in a highly 
impact-resistant and exceptionally durable American-made 
urethane that will not split, peel, or delaminate from the 
insert . Iron Grip has developed its ultra-heavy-duty urethane 
to resist wear and tear, while the unique textured surface 
helps keep the plates looking new longer . Available in 2 .5 
lb ., 5 lb ., 10 lb ., 25 lb ., 35 lb . and 45 lb . sizes, with kilogram 
equivalent weight markings on all sizes . Iron Grip Urethane 
Olympic plates are protected by a 5-year guarantee against 
breakage for the original owner . Manufactured exclusively in 
the U .S . to ensure accuracy and reliability .

Olympic Bars
Iron Grip bars are manufactured from heat-treated, turned, 
ground and polished steel, developed specifically for use 
in Olympic bars . They feature machined steel sleeves with 
exceptionally slick, product-specific bearings and bushings . 
The integrated collars are attached using a proprietary 
design to ensure maximum durability, and the industrial 
chrome finish prevents chipping or flaking . Available in 5’ 
or 7’ straight, or 54” EZ Curl models . Also available is Iron 
Grip’s Competition Series Olympic Bar, which is suitable 
for International Weightlifting Federation Olympic-style 
competition and is built exactly to IWF specifications . It 
features a 28-mm premium steel shaft that provides just the 
right amount of flex and whip for Olympic-style lifting . All 
Iron Grip bars are made exclusively in the U .S .A . and backed 
by a five-year warranty .

Urethane 
Dumbbells
Iron Grip Urethane Dumbbells are built in the U .S . by 
press-fitting a solid steel handle into a solid steel head under 
extreme pressure, and then welding the joint for added 
stability . The ends are encased in Iron Grip’s proprietary 
American-made urethane for superior resilience and lon-
gevity . Iron Grip’s innovative handle widens to a heavy-duty 
1-3/4” diameter at each end for ultimate durability, and the 
flared shoulders create a defined area for a comfortable, 
ergonomic grip . The unique 12-sided design prevents the 
dumbbells from rolling, while the flat heads are stable and 
tip-resistant for improved safety . The solid design and per-
manently engraved weight markings make these dumbbells 
virtually maintenance-free . Available in 5 lb . increments 
from 5 to 200 lbs ., with 2 .5 lb . increments from 7 .5 lbs . to 
52 .5 lbs .

Solid Steel 
Dumbbells
Iron Grip Solid Steel Dumbbells are built by press-fitting 
and then welding a precision-machined steel handle into 
a drilled, chamfered and fully machined solid steel head . 
The heavy-duty construction is guaranteed not to break or 
bend through years of heavy use, and the resulting compact 
design is easier and safer to handle than bulky bolted 
together dumbbells . Iron Grip offers the Solid Steel line 
with a tough black painted finish . The high-contrast weight 
markings are permanently engraved and painted on each 
head, so you’ll never need to replace missing numbers . Iron 
Grip Solid Steel dumbbells are available in 5 lb . increments 
from 5 to 150 lbs ., with 2 .5 lb . increments available from 7 .5 
lbs . to 52 .5 lbs . 50 LBS 

Urethane 
Dumbbells

Urethane Olympic Weight Plates; WPIGU

Olympic Bars; IGBAR

Urethane Dumbbells; IGDBU

Solid Steel Dumbbells; IGDB
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Life Fitness isn’t just about fitness 
hardware. By creating state-of-the-art 
technology solutions, Life Fitness provides 
users with the choice to engage and 
connect with their fitness equipment in 
ways that would never have been dreamed 
of 40 years ago. Life Fitness equipment is 
designed and tested to be user friendly, 
biomechanically sound, and rugged 
enough to withstand tough workouts 
and tough environments. User-focused 
design aspects result in equipment that is 
intuitive and effective, while outstanding 
engineering creates equipment that lasts.

Integrity Series Powermill
The PowerMill Climber is equipped with innovative Sure-
StepSystem™ (S3) technology . The key feature is the AC 
motor, which provides the widest training range available in 
a climber . From 12 steps per minute on the low end to up 
to 185 steps per minute at the highest speeds, the motor’s 
range provides applications for all exercisers, whether 
engaging in reconditioning or looking for high-intensity 
interval training .

Fitness equipment 
rugged enough to 
withstand tough 
workouts and tough 
environments.

Integrity Series Powermill; CLSPM

 CARDIOVASCULAR TRAINING, STRENGTH & POWER
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Integrity Series Treadmill
The next generation of the most popular cardio equipment 
in fitness facilities delivers unmatched durability through a 
combination of exclusive features, like the patented Flex-
Deck™ Shock Absorption System, and rigorous testing . This 
treadmill also offers a non-intimidating console with more 
options for the personalized entertainment, which helps 
exercisers complete more enjoyable workouts .

Elevation Series 95F Flexstride
The new Elevation Series FlexStrider Variable-Stride Trainer 
with Discover™ SI Tablet Console is where your digital life 
meets your workout experience . The third generation of 
touch screen consoles redefines the workout experience 
with the most advanced technology . The 10” integrated 
LCD touch screen features an abundance of entertainment 
options, enhanced interaction, Internet connectivity and 
much more .

Lifecycle® Group Exercise Bike
The company that brought you the original Lifecycle® 
exercise bike now introduces the Lifecycle GX . It’s biome-
chanically designed and user-tested to ensure a comfortable 
yet effective workout . Plus quality construction provides 
long-lasting durability ride after ride .

Cable Motion Dual Adjustable Pulley
The versatility of the Dual Adjustable Pulley allows your 
users the freedom to perform more than 225 different 
exercises while standing or seated on an exercise ball, a 
bench, or a wheelchair .

 VISIT ADSINC.COM FOR  
 MORE INFORMATION 

We are a single-source solution  
to meet your mission requirements as cost-
effectively as possible. Your mission is the 
sole purpose of every member of the ADS 
team, many of whom are military veterans 
and members of military families.

Cable Motion Dual Adjustable Pulley; CMDAP

Lifecycle Group Exercise Bike; LFGX

Elevation Series 95F Flexstrider with Discover SI Console; 95FI
Integrity Series Treadmill; CLST
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Marc Pro®, Inc. 
has over 30 years 
of experience 
researching, 
designing and 
manufacturing 
electrical stimulation 
devices in the 
medical field. 

Marc Pro® works with some of the most 
elite organizations in the country and 
have sold devices to players and trainers 
from over 100 professional and amateur 
teams. Marc Pro® has also accumulated 
over a dozen peer reviewed published 
studies on our specific technologies. 
Marc Pro® is dedicated to helping 
athletes at all levels Do More, Recover 
Faster, and Feel Better!

THERAPY & REHABILITATION
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Marc Pro
Marc Pro is a muscle conditioning device that elevates 
performance and recovery through non-fatiguing muscle 
contractions . Marc Pro is not a TENS or ab building gadget . 
Marc Pro’s unique technology focuses on feeding more 
nutrients and clearing more waste from fatigued muscles, 
accelerating the recovery and conditioning process . 

Advanced technology allows you to warm up, recover, condi-
tion, massage and improve performance simultaneously with 
one extremely comfortable and simple to use mode of oper-
ation . When used regularly Marc Pro has shown to improve 
vascular capacity allowing you to push harder for longer . 

Marc Pro comes with 6 packages of electrodes, 2 lead wires, 
1 battery charger, soft carrying case, and a comprehensive 
electrode placement and user manual . 

Marc Pro is made in the USA .

Marc Pro Plus
Marc Pro Plus is an electrical stimulation device that 
elevates performance and recovery through non-fatiguing 
muscle contractions . The Plus’s high frequency setting can 
also shut down stubborn pain associated with exercise and 
daily life . 

Marc Pro Plus’s advanced low frequency setting allows you 
to warm up, recover, condition, massage, increase perfor-
mance, and improve vascular capacity all in one comfortable 
and simple to use mode of operation . Marc Pro Plus’s high 
frequency setting calms irritated nerves, providing potent 
pain relief in your back, neck, shoulders, arms or legs . 

Marc Pro Plus comes with 6 packages of electrodes, 2 lead 
wires, 1 battery charger, soft carry case, and a comprehen-
sive electrode placement and user manual . 

Marc Pro Plus is made in the USA .

Marc Pro Accessories

Accessories include:
 { Replacement electrodes for Marc Pro and Marc Pro Plus . 

Model MP-200 . Size 2 .0” (5 cm) Round . Quantity 4 .
 { Replacement battery charger for Marc Pro and Marc 

Pro Plus .
 { Replacement battery for Marc Pro and Marc Pro Plus .
 { Replacement case for Marc Pro .
 { Europlug adapter accessory designed for Marc Pro and 

Marc Pro Plus .
 { Moisturizing aloe vera gel for Marc Pro and Marc  

Pro Plus .
 { Belt clip accessory designed for Marc Pro and Marc  

Pro Plus .

Marc Pro; M4 Marc Pro Plus; MPP

Contact ADS for ordering information
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Turnkey Full Body  
Strength Training Solutions

Marpo Kinetics is known worldwide for providing 
intelligently designed functional trainers that pack 
the most intense workout experience available for 
your equipment dollars.

Available in single user units or group training 
stations, Marpo Rope Trainers are your turnkey 
solution for full body strength, power and endurance 
training in one versatile package.

The multi-mode VMX, space-saving VLT, 
strength and conditioning powerhouse V250 and 
customizable VMX Three60 Rope Training Station 
all offer the exceptional, versatile and safe workout 
experience that has made Marpo the world’s 
leader in Rope Training. Combined with Marpo’s 
comprehensive CEC-approved programming, Marpo 
is a proven functional training solution for any  
fitness facility.

 CARDIOVASCULAR TRAINING, STRENGTH & POWER
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VMX Multi-Mode Rope Trainer
The VMX Rope Trainer features multi-mode adjustment for vertical, diagonal, horizontal and 
reverse pull . The easy-to adjust sliding carriage allows for increased versatility for strength, cardio 
and functional training . The ability to alternate rope heights, grips and pull directions makes the 
VMX Rope Trainer the ultimate functional training tool .

 { Dynamic Magnetic Brake System (DMB)
 { Dynamic Resistance range 1-200 pounds
 { Brake Mechanism allows for Bidirectional Rope Pulling
 { Sliding carriage enables quick and easy rope mode changes: Vertical, Diagonal, Horizontal 

rope orientations .
 { Specially designed rope is soft and easy to grip, durable and long-lasting
 { Electronic display tracks distance, time, speed, and calories
 { Unit Power Requirement: 3 AA batteries (unit does NOT require AC power source)
 { Unit dimensions: 96”H X 82”L X 40”W
 { Shipping Weight: 250 lbs .
 { Shipping Size: 21”H X 57”L X 42”W

VLT Compact Rope Trainer
The VLT Rope Trainer is a compact, lightweight and easy-to-use model that accommodates 
facilities with ceiling height limitations while delivering the same intense exercise experience 
provided by larger models . Features quick-release seat to allow for lower body, standing 
exercises and wheelchair accessibility . The VLT Rope Trainer allows for strength and cardio 
conditioning, rehabilitative exercise and provides a safe, accessible and more versatile rope 
climbing alternative for sports training programs .

 { Dynamic Magnetic Brake System (DMB)
 { Dynamic Resistance range 1-200 pounds
 { Brake Mechanism allows for Bidirectional Rope Pulling
 { Quick Release/Remove Seat for standing workout modes
 { Specially designed rope is soft and easy to grip, durable and long-lasting
 { Electronic display tracks distance, time, speed, and calories
 { Unit Power Requirement: 3 AA batteries (unit does NOT require AC power source)
 { Unit dimensions: 94”H X 49”L X 40”W
 { Shipping Weight: 220 lbs
 { Shipping Size: 21”H X 57”L X 42”W

VMX Three60
Experience dynamic resistance rope training with the Marpo 
VMX THREE60 Rope Trainer . This multi-user, multi-mode, 
multi-functional training system allows for competitive team 
challenges, multi-user training sessions, full body strength, 
power and/or endurance workouts . The Dynamic Magnetic 
Braking (DMB) System builds functional grip strength 
through dynamic grip and re- grip patterns and consis-
tently provides optimal resistance that can be adjusted 
for endurance, strength, power or combination training . 
The rope angle can also be adjusted to provide an array of 
functional movement patterns - push, pull, squat, lunge, 
bend and rotate .

 { Unit Power Requirement: 2 AA batteries (unit does NOT 
require AC power source)

 { Unit dimensions: 97”H X 90”L X 46”W
 { Shipping Weight: 540 lbs 
 { Shipping Size: 55”H X 57”L X 42”W

The World's Authority on Rope Training

VMX Multi-Mode Rope Trainer; VMX
VLT Compact Rope Trainer; VLT

VMX Three60; VMX Three60
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STANDARD MOBILE FITNESS UNIT (MFU)

Manufactured in the U.S., Mobile Fitness innovative products are 
designed to add and optimize field expedient strength training options for 
the tactical athlete and strength coach, enhancing combat readiness. The 
team at Mobile Fitness Equipment is comprised of a Certified Strength 
and Conditioning Specialist, Tactical Strength & Conditioning Coach, 
Industrial Designer, and Professional Tri-athlete dedicated to developing 
practical, durable, and deployable fitness solutions. Understanding 
that all teams and missions are unique and specialized, the product 
development team at Mobile Fitness Equipment works under one roof 
so that they can accommodate customized requests from performance 
specialists, tactical programmers, and strength coaches. With their 
patented, built-to-suit feature product - The Mobile Fitness Unit (MFU), 
one operator can fully prepare this self contained portable gym in under 
15 minutes, ready to train up to twenty tactical athletes anywhere.

Mobile Fitness Equipment 
was founded in order to 
make high quality, high 
intensity training more 
accessible, portable, and 
efficient. 

DEPLOYABLE TRAINING SYSTEMS
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The MFU200T is the most portable, efficient & customizable fitness solution requiring no 
tools or power supply . In 15 minutes, 1 operator prepares the MFU to accommodate 20 
athletes . Patented unfolding designs & all access walls utilize pull-up bars, power racks, & 
storage solutions . Tiered storage racks enhance the variety of equipment utilized to incorpo-
rate high intensity, functional movements . Continuously welded, galvanized, powder-coated 
steel with sealed gaskets make this 6 .5’ x 8’ x 8’ ISO container weather-proof & durable . To 
accommodate larger groups, the MFU’s Tricon format allows you to link 3 units together, 
forming a standardized 20’ conex, scaling your regiment without wasted space or expense . 
With a 5,500 lb operating weight the MFU200T can be fork-lifted, towed, or air mobilized 
optimizing deployment readiness .

STANDARD MOBILE  
FITNESS UNIT (MFU)

Contact ADS for ordering information

 ADS provides optimized      
 supply chain management     

and logistics solutions to  
 enhance your  

 acquisition strategy.   
From program managers to end users, we work 

with government and commercial customers 
at all levels. We tailor our industry-leading 
equipment, procurement, and value added 

support solutions to their specific requirements 
and reduce their cost of readiness.  
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The majority of bodyweight exercises 
do not need free weights – your own 
body weight provides the necessary 
resistance. Well known bodyweight 
exercises are the push-up, the pull-
up, and the sit-up. Weights may be 
used to increase the difficulty of most 
bodyweight exercises.

Compared to weight lifting, bodyweight 
training typically requires more flexibility 
and balance, and it can effectively 
strengthen core muscles with the 
addition of speed or unstable surfaces. 
Additionally, bodyweight exercises 
are usually less likely to cause injury 
compared to weight lifting.

Gray Cook Bands

 { An all-purpose exercise band than can be used for chops, 
lifts, presses, PNF patterns and more

 { 5’ band stretches up to three times it’s length for  
variable resistance

 { Resistance Options: Extra Light, Light, Medium, Heavy, 
Extra Heavy

Well-Rounded  
Fitness Programs

 FUNCTIONAL FITNESS

Bodyweight training exercises 
economically and efficiently 
train to perform better. 

Gray Cook Bands; 7742
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FMS Test Kit
 { Identifies physical imbalances and weaknesses through a 

series of functional movement patterns
 { Provides a simple grading system to assess athlete/

patient movement
 { 61”L x 7”W x 2”H

Training Ropes

Training ropes help athletes generate power and velocity without any momentum .   
Made of 50% danline and 50% polyester .

Superbands

Thick, extra-strong resistance training bands designed for heavy-duty use . Extremely effective 
for both upper and lower body training and can be used for a variety of strength, speed, flexibility 
and rehabilitation exercises .

FMS Test Kit; 6758P

50’ (1”) 15 lb. Black;
50’ (1<00BD>”) 26 lb. Black;
50’ (2”) 40 lb. Black;

7226P
3226BP
3229BP

Contact ADS for ordering information
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Innovative, versatile sports flooring, PLAE simply refuses to replicate 
what’s already available. 
They engineer innovative products that are inherently PLAE-able 
and custom-made for a specific purpose. PLAE delivers superior 
foundations that offer greater ergonomics, better aesthetics 
and longer-lasting performance. Their engineered surfaces 
go beyond the competition with a patented, innovative fusion 
process that bonds the floor’s wear layer to our revolutionary 

PLAETech Foundation. Unlike most other systems, PLAE doesn’t 
just put some adhesive between two layers and hope it sticks. 
PLAE’s process is executed so that you benefit from layers that 
are permanently bonded and will not move or shift – resulting in 
durability, versatility and long lasting performance that cannot be 
rivaled today.

 PERFORMANCE FLOORING 
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Exceed Crossgrind

Attack

Features:
 { 50%  less abrasion
 { Indoor/outdoor turf
 { Multipurpose and functional training zones
 { Consistent durability 
 { Recommended Uses:
 { Cross Training
 { Turf

Achieve

Recommended Uses:
 { Multi-purpose 

 

 { Long lasting durability
 { Engineered texture for greater coefficient of friction
 { Backing provides support for a multitude of applications
 { Available in 3 colors

 { Thickness: 12mm, 17mm

Features:

Recommended Uses:
 { Weight-Room
 { Multi-purpose 

 

 { Resists Indentation from heavy/blunt impact
 { Non-slip Surface
 { Multiple thicknesses
 { Explosive energy absorption and return
 { Available in 15 colors

 { Thickness: 8mm, 13mm, 18mm

Features:

 VISIT ADSINC.COM FOR  
 MORE INFORMATION 

Recommended Uses:
 { Cross Training
 { Multi-purpose 

 

 { High performance non-slip surface
 { 100% recycled content
 { Explosive energy absorption and return
 { Extremely durable

 { Thickness: 8mm, 13mm, 18mm

Features:

Achieve 8mm;
Achieve 13mm;
Achieve 18mm;

ACH8MM
ACH13MM
ACH18MM

Exceed 12mm;
Exceed 17mm;

EXC12MM
EXC17MM Crossgrind 8mm;

Crossgrind 13mm;
Crossgrind 18mm;

CRG8MM
CRG13MM
CRG18MM

Attack 23mm;
Attack 28mm;

ATT23MM
ATT28MM
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Listening to your 
body is one thing; 
understanding what 
it is telling you is an 
altogether different 
story.

Polar helps you get under the skin 
of your training and attributes it to a 
combination of expertise in sports, 
physiology and electronics, coupled with 
a deep understanding of  
customer needs.

Polar caters to all levels of fitness by 
offering a comprehensive product range, 
including not only HR monitors, but 
sleep and activity trackers and GPS 
technology.  Polar also offers essential 
support and advice to go along with their 
products. Everything from improving an 
athlete’s sports performance to helping 
people enjoy a healthier lifestyle, and 
aiding rehabilitation and  
weight management.

H7 HEART RATE SENSOR

CARDIOVASCULAR TRAINING
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FT1
Polar FT1 is for heart rate training with instant heart rate 
feedback on an easy-to-read wrist watch along with average 
and maximum HR achieved.  It includes the coded T31c 
transmitter and elastic strap.   All components are water-
proof to a depth of 30 meters.

Loop
For individuals who wants to track their activity 24/7 and 
get guidance to reach activity goals. The Polar Loop displays 
daily activity, calories burned, steps taken and time of day. It 
also provides the activity benefit feature that gives feedback 
about daily, weekly and monthly activity. The wrist unit is 
compatible with Polar H6 and H7 Bluetooth Smart heart 
rate sensors. The Polar Loop is waterproof to a depth of 30 
meters so you can measures activity (without heart rate) 
even when swimming.

Connect your fitness app or training device with Polar H7 
and get real-time, accurate heart rate while you train. You 
can use Polar H7 with a number of Polar products, Polar 
Beat App for iPhones and Androids, Polar Team App for 
group monitoring on 3rd Generation (or newer) iPads  and 
compatible gym equipment.  The H7 is waterproof to a depth 
of 30 meters.

A300 Activity Tracker with Polar H7  
Heart Rate Sensor

Fitness watch with 24/7 activity tracking and heart rate. The 
Polar A300 provides instantaneous and detailed heart rate 
based feedback, inactivity alerts, sleep quality feedback, 
calories expended and number of steps taken. It includes 
HRV based V02 Max tests. Session and progress reports are 
available on flow.polar.com and Polar Flow App. The A300 
Bluetooth smart activity tracker (wrist unit) and H7 heart 
rate sensor are compatible with Polar Flow App for iPhones 
and Androids. The A300 and H7 are waterproof to a depth 
of 30 meters.

M400 Activity Tracker with GPS with  
Polar H7 Heart Rate Sensor
For individuals who want a sporty design with advanced 
GPS and training features. The Polar M400 provides 
instantaneous and detailed heart rate based feedback, 
inactivity alerts, sleep quality feedback, calories expended 
and number of steps taken. It includes HRV based V02 Max 
tests. Smart coaching, session and progress reports are 
available on flow.polar.com and Polar Flow App. The Polar 
Flow website and M400 provides user/coach to set training 
targets to communicate results with coaches and workout 
partners. The Bluetooth smart activity tracker (wrist unit) 
and H7 heart rate sensor are compatible with Polar Flow App 
for iPhones and Androids.  The M400 is splash proof and the 
H7 is waterproof down to 30 meters.

V800 Activity Tracker with GPS with  
Polar H7 Heart Rate Sensor
The Polar V800 provides instantaneous and detailed 
heart rate based feedback, inactivity alerts, sleep quality 
feedback, calories expended and number of steps taken. It 
includes HRV based V02 Max tests, resting and orthostatic 
HRV recordings along with swimming performance feedback. 
Smart coaching, training load and recovery, session and 
progress reports are available on flow.polar.com and Polar 
Flow App. With Polar Beat App, you can set training targets 
to communicate results with coaches and workout partners. 
This watch is compatible with other Bluetooth Smart 
cycling and running sensors for added power and efficiency 
feedback. The Bluetooth smart activity tracker (wrist unit) 
and heart rate sensor are compatible with Polar Flow App for 
iPhones and Android.  The V800 & H7 are waterproof to a 
depth of 30 meters.

H7 HEART RATE SENSOR

H7 Bluetooth Smart Heart Rate Sensor - Black;
H7 Bluetooth Smart Heart Rate Sensor - Blue;
H7 Bluetooth Smart Heart Rate Sensor - Pink;

92053175
92053179
92053183

Contact ADS for ordering information

FT1 Black;
FT1 Blue;

90051024
90051027

Loop - Black;
Loop - Blue;
Loop - Purple;
Loop - Black / H7 HR Sensor & Strap Bundle;

90052534
90052536
90052538
90053552

V800 - Black HR;
V800 - Blue/Red HR;

90050554
90050556

M400 - Black HR;
M400 - White HR;

90051339
90051345
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Cutting Edge Training 
and Conditioning
PowerMax designs, manufactures, 
and sources cutting edge training and 
conditioning product solutions to the 
athletic performance market.

PowerMax started with a mission 
to serve those who wanted to make 
athletes better. They develop and 
provide innovative technologies and 
products by listening to the market and 
seeking opportunities to solve market 
challenges. PowerMax brings innovation 
to the market, and revolutionize how 
people train for human performance.

 STRENGTH & POWER
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Max Station
Limitless configurations and continuous opportunity for those who want to be freed from anti-
quated equipment! Tapping into the knowledge, heritage, and expertise of sister brands, Gill and 
Porter, PowerMax developed the latest training system for the strength and conditioning market . 
Simple configurations can provide hundreds of body weight, gymnastic, and weight lifting activities 
that can be performed with the basic 4’x 6’ system . Built around a solid 2”x 3” 11 gauge steel 
frame, these units are virtually indestructible .

Add sections, accessories, and upgrades, and the number of exercise options grow exponentially .

Multi-Station Wallmounted 10’ Chinning Bar
10’ long chinning bar with three stations mounts 16”away from the wall . 1” diameter grip 
made of solid steel with a durable zinc plated finish . Design allows for continuous chinning 
bar installations in 10’ long increments with optional add-on section . Great for mounting 
PowerMax TA1598 Fitness Rings or other popular suspension training systems! Estimated 
load rating for each 10’ section is 1500lbs .

PowerMax Agility Ladders
An efficient way to perform footwork training for improved 
speed, balance and coordination . 15’ ladder comes in two 
7’6” sections with 10 slate total . 30’ ladder comes in four 
7’6” sections . Can easily be connected with other ladders . 
Ladders are 20” wide with 18” between slats, not adjust-
able . Includes 1 agility ladder and carry bag . Double ladder is 
15’ long and 40” wide .

The PowerMax Double Ladder is 15’ long and 39-1/2” wide . 
Ten rungs have webbing down the center and each side . The 
rungs are flat for improved safety . Comes complete with 
carry bag . Can be connected to other ladders .

Electronic Vertical Jump Tester
The Electronic Vertical Jump Tester is the state of the art 
way to measure an athlete’s vertical jumps . Measures from 
7’ to 12’ in 1/2” increments . Light up dots on the height 
scale and digital display immediately show the exact jump 
height . Performances are down-loadable for quick transfer 
to any computer via a serial cable . Height decal offers quick 
“zero” marking . 

Standing height measuring strip helps establish base height 
of reach prior to jump .

Electronic 
Vertical Jump 
Tester

Max Station; WE7XX

Multi-Station Wallmounted 10’ Chinning Bar; 00196-010

PowerMax Agility Ladder;
PowerMax Double Ladder;

TA1681
TA1682

Electronic Vertical Jump Tester; TA195E
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The Pro2 Total Body Exerciser is the industry’s most versatile rehabilitation tool; boasting an 
upper body exerciser and lower body recumbent bike in one total body package . Dependent 
upper and lower cranks enable passive assistance, allowing stronger extremities to assist 
weaker extremities . The upper and lower cranks are fully adjustable, complete with three 
length settings . The  unique “step through” design makes entering and exiting the Pro2 easy, 
while the seat system can slide off to accommodate wheel chair bound patients . Bi-directional 
resistance allows users to exercise in both forward and  reverse; changing directions at any 
time and as often as desired . 200 levels of resistance can be easily managed on the large, 
easy-to-read Intelli-Fit touch screen . The Pro2 Total Body Exerciser is the complete package!

SME Inc. USA is widely 
considered as one of the most 
trusted distributers for therapy 
and rehabilitation equipment  
and supplies.

SCIFIT PRO2 TOTAL BODY EXERCISER 
WITH PREMIUM SEAT

SCIFIT PRO2 TOTAL 
BODY EXERCISER WITH 

PREMIUM SEAT

THERAPY & REHABILITATION

SciFit PRO2 Total Body Exerciser with Premium Seat; PRO230-INT
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Richmar EVO CM4 Combo Package
Combining an Ultrasound machine, electric stimulation, 
optional light therapy and hands-free Autosound; the EVO 
CM4 is a 4-in-1 machine that your therapists will love! This 
four channel combo unit boasts 5 electrical stimulation 
waveforms and features the exclusive Applicator Plug and 
Play (APP) concept . The Applicator Plug and Play (APP) 
concept allows therapists to customize their treatments 
like never before! Unlike other units, the EVO CM4 does 
not require any start-up time; giving your patients more 
treatment time and less waiting time . The combo package 
includes the revolutionary 2-in-1 Therapy Hammer (2cm 
and 5cm sound head), StoreMore Cart (with 4 storage bins), 
and a case of Multi-Stim electrodes . The EVO CM4 and its 
components are proudly made in the USA .

Shuttle Systems Shuttle Balance
The Shuttle Balance simulates a slip through motion in all 
horizontal planes in both standing and seating positions; per-
fect for therapeutic and sport-specific treatments . Patients 
are challenged across all ability levels by adjusting platform 
height, stability, and degree of tilt . With a winning record of 
positive reviews from physical therapists and athletic train-
ers, the Shuttle Balance is used extensively in Vestibular, 
Balance, Vision, and Proprioceptive training programs . The 
unstable, yet safe platform system is incredibly portable, 
inexpensive, and can be used in conjunction with balance 
pads, sitting discs and more .

Armedica 3-Section Hi Lo Treatment Table with Bar Activation Switch
The AM-BA 350 Treatment Table is equipped with a bar activated hi-lo foot switch control 
that is accessible from anywhere around the table . The AM-BA 350 lowers to 18” for easy 
accessibility and elevates to 37” for optimal treatment height . The head section raises 
45<2070> and lowers 90<2070>, while the foot section can be raised 73<2070> . Each 
section is 3/4” cabinet grade birch plywood topped with 1 .5” firm density foam and 34oz of 
institutional grade vinyl . Pivoting joints house hardened steel shoulder bolts to ensure years 
of trouble-free operation . Constructed of heavy duty 11-gauge steel tubing, this table is built 
to last . Proudly made in the USA . 27” x 76” .

Dynatronics Platform Parallel Bars, 7’
The 7’ Platform Parallel Bars are mounted on a beautiful, durable, hardwood base that measures 
38” W . The bars adjust vertically from 22” H - 35” H, while the width of the bars can be adjusted 
from 14” W - 28” W . Handrails are constructed of 1 .625” stainless steel . 450lb weight capacity .

Chattanooga M-2 Mobile Hydrocollator
In 1947, the Chattanooga Pharmaceutical Company intro-
duced the Hydrcollator to the therapy world . 68 years later, 
the Hydrocollator continues to set the standard that others 
can only hope to match . The high-quality stainless steel 
is stunning, durable, and easy to maintain . Full fiberglass 
insulation is energy efficient and prevents heat loss . The 
thermostatically controlled temperature heats up to an 
ideal 160<2070> in just 8-hours! The 14-gallon tank can 
accommodate up to 12 standard hot packs and is simple to 
fill & easy to drain . 3” swivel-type rubber casters provides 
smooth, friction-free movement; making moving easy . Unit 
measures 27”L x 16”W x 33”H SciFit PRO2 Total Body Exerciser with Premium Seat; PRO230-INT

Richmar EVO CM4 Combo Package; 410-012PK

Armedica 3-Section Hi Lo Treatment Table with Bar Activation Switch; AMBA350

Dynatronics Platform Parallel Bars, 7’; PB10P

Dynatronics Platform Parallel Bars, 7’; PB10P
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Durable, Custom Built 
Strength Training 
Equipment.
Sorinex has been on the cutting edge 
in strength training equipment for 
nearly 33 years, and is THE innovator in 
Strength & Weight Equipment. 
Sorinex builds advanced Cross Training 
workout rigs, Custom Collegiate gyms, 
and Tactical Training weight rooms. 
They produce high quality, institutional 
grade exercise equipment to be used 
professionally or privately. Sorinex 
products fill the requirements for every 
aspect of weight training by providing 
carefully designed and manufactured 
equipment, featuring a complete 
selection ranging from basic benches 
to complex multi-station selectorized 
weight units. The equipment is truly 
custom built and reflects maximum 
comfort, safe usage and outstanding 
durability and performance. Sorinex is 
where strength begins.

 STRENGTH & POWER
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War Hammer
The Sorinex War Hammer gives you all the benefits of 
sledgehammer training without the risk of binding the wrist 
or unpredictable ricochets . The shaft runs through the entire 
Hammer to prevent shearing forces from lopping off the 
head . The War Hammer is also loadable to desired weight, 
instead of having to buy multiple weights of sledgehammers . 
It weighs in at 12 LBS empty, but can be quickly loaded up 
to 50 LBS by easily unscrewing the top . Ergonomic handle 
is designed to fit comfortably in the hand for better perfor-
mance and to help prevent injury .

Root Hog Sled
The Root Hog is the Swiss Army Knife of Sleds; it has every-
thing you need . The sled base is 1/4” thick steel plate that 
is durable enough to be used on anything from asphalt to 
turf . Root Hog’s Reversa Bar Technology allows for quick and 
easy change of direction for sled pulls . No need to unhook 
your harness or wrestle the sled back around! Includes two 
removable 26” push uprights to make changing directions 
effortless . Also comes with a 41” long Lawnmower handle, 
making it great for football pushes . Includes 10’ Cordura 
Strap with carabiner to give you numerous options for sled 
training with one product . Comes in durable black texture 
powder coated finish .

Mach-II Glute Ham Developer
We’ve taken the most sought after GHD in the Functional 
Training world (the Sorinex FNGHD), listened to our 
customer’s suggestions, and made it better . No Glute Ham 
Developer is faster or easier to adjust, with so many addi-
tional features . The Sorinex Mach-II Glute Ham is the First 
GHD with all of the following options as standard:

 { Tilting Pad Design - super easy & adjustable hips pads 
 { Same, full sized, comfortable hip pads 
 { Integrated tip-up wheels for easy transport & storage 
 { Band pegs for extra resistance 
 { Weight peg for additional stability for larger athletes 
 { Fully welded frame: No assembly required 
 { Proudly made in America

Dark Horse Power Rack
The Sorinex Dark Horse Rack bridges yet another training 
gap: functionality and budget . The Sorinex R&D Team went 
back to the drawing board in order to address the need for 
a durable and reputable option in the entry-level market . 
Cost-saving measures in production help keep the most 
important piece in the weight room accessible to everyone . 
Sides are fully welded, increasing strength and reducing the 
amount of assembly . 

Constructed from 3” x 3” 11 gauge American steel tubing . 
Optional rear Plate Storage Add-On is made of 2” x 2” . Also 
includes Safety Strap option (not shown) for increased 
safety while training without a spotter . Optional Plastic 
Protection for J-Cups extends life and increases durability . 
Rack is fully fabricated in our South Carolina shop facility . 
Proudly Made in America .

War Hammer; WH-1

Dark Horse Power Rack; P01385

Root Hog Sled; HOG-1

Mach-II Glute Ham Developer; P01651
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TriggerPoint’s theory is that most injuries 
don’t happen during training, and that 
the traditional aches and pains of daily 
life can be minimized by addressing 
everyday biomechanical and muscular 
structure. Addressing the muscles in 
a synergistic manner allows the body 
to move freely, without restriction, 
decreasing tension and removing 
dysfunctional fascia.

TriggerPoint’s products are carefully 
designed for anybody who wants to 
move better. Use them for self-massage 
and loosen tight muscles, knots and 
kinks that prevent feeling good and 
moving well.

The GRID 2.0
The GRID 2 .0 foam roller is designed with proprietary 
Distrodensity zones . This three dimensional surface has 
a variety of widths to replicate the feeling of a massage 
therapist’s hands .

 { Three-dimensional surface allows tissue to aerate while 
you roll, promoting the flow of blood and oxygen—the 
nutrients needed to repair muscles

 { Hard, hollow core hand-wrapped in EVA foam makes it 
firmer than traditional foam rollers

 { Environmental design uses less foam than traditional 
foam rollers

 { Long length to accommodate larger bodies
 { Backed by a one-year warranty
 { Weight tested to support up to 500 lbs/225 kg static load

 { Color: Black, Orange, Pink, and Lime

Synergistic Injury 
Prevention

THERAPY & REHABILITATION

TriggerPoint analyzes and 
identifies training-specific 
movement patterns and defines 
the biomechanical needs to 
achieve a fluid motion. 

Contact ADS for ordering information
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The GRID 1.0
The GRID foam roller is designed with proprietary Distroden-
sity zones . This three dimensional surface has a variety of 
widths to replicate the feeling of a massage  
therapist’s hands .

 { Three-dimensional surface allows tissue to aerate while 
you roll, promoting the flow of blood and oxygen—the 
nutrients needed to repair muscles

 { Hard, hollow core hand-wrapped in EVA foam makes it 
firmer than traditional foam rollers

 { Environmental design uses less foam than traditional 
 { foam rollers
 { Compact and travel-friendly
 { Backed by a one-year warranty
 { Weight tested to support up to 500 lbs/225 kg static load

 { Color: Black, Orange, Camo, Pink, and Lime

The GRID X
Dense tissue needs a firmer GRID foam roller to release and relieve aches and pains . The 
GRID X can be used to release the calves, quadriceps, hamstrings, back and lats .

 { Twice as firm as the original GRID foam roller
 { Sweat proof and simple to clean
 { Three-dimensional surface allows tissue to aerate while you roll, promoting the flow of 

blood and oxygen—the nutrients needed to repair muscle
 { Compact and travel-friendly
 { Backed by a one-year warranty
 { Weight tested to support up to 550 lbs/250 kg static load
 { Perfect for dense tissue and anyone who prefers intense compression

The GRID STK
The world’s first hand-held foam rollers wrapped in patent-pending GRID® 3-dimensional surface 
channels nutrients directly to the tissue for health and mobility . Available in two densities 
(regular and extra-firm “X”) .

 { Convenient size is perfect for the gym, office or on-the-road
 { Patent-pending 3-dimensional surface to replicate the feeling of a massage therapist’s hand
 { AcuGRIP handles for targeted relief
 { Water-resistant
 { Simple-to-clean
 { Backed by a one-year warranty
 { Get off the floor! Use the GRID® STK or GRID® STK X seated or standing to relieve minor 

aches and pains

 { Color: Black, and Orange

Total Body Kit
The Total Body Kit provides Performance Therapy products 
and comprehensive instructions to understand and activate 
the TriggerPoint approach to achieve and maintain natural 
ease of movement . Understand how the body moves to 
quickly implement self-care as part of a daily routine .  This 
Kit includes 2 DVDs and a step-by-step guidebook to reduce 
pain and improve movement throughout the entire body 
including the foot and lower leg, quadriceps, hamstring, hips 
and glutes, lower, mid and upper back and more!

The NANO™

Innovative foam roller specifically designed to increase flexi-
bility and relieve minor muscular aches and pains associated 
with the foot . Use the NANO™ seated or standing to relieve 
aches and pains . Convenient size is perfect for the gym, 
office or on-the-road . Small and lightweight . NANO™ Core’s 
surface helps channel blood directly to the tissue for health 
and mobility . The only massage tool designed specifically for 
the foot that replicated the feeling of a massage therapists 
finger tips . NANO™X is twice as firm as the NANO™ .

The GRID X - Black; TPT-GRDX-BL

Contact ADS for ordering information

The GRID STK Foam Roller - Orange;
The GRID STK X Foam Roller - Black;

225000-O-O
225000-B-X

NANO;
NANO-X;

226000-O
226000-X

Total Body Kit; TPT-KIT-TBW
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Warrior Expo is the premiere industry event that brings end users, program managers, 
and procurement specialists together with industry-leading solutions providers in an en-
vironment designed specifically for government and defense organizations.  Attendees 
can take advantage of demonstrations, exhibits, and learn about the latest equipment, 
procurement, and support solutions for maintaining operational readiness.

WARRIOR EXPO WEST    SAN DIEGO, CA   |   WARRIOR EXPO EAST    VIRGINIA BEACH, VA
REGISTER ONLINE OR CONTACT YOUR ADS REPRESENTATIVE FOR MORE INFORMATION  WARRIOR-EXPO.COM |  855.276.4242 

© 2015 ADS, Inc.  The ADS logo and Warrior Expo are registered trademarks of ADS, Inc.     A0273  10/15
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